THE MAN OF INSPIRATION
ONE OF AMERICA’S MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKERS

INSPIRING SUCCESS, HAPPINESS, AND POSITIVE MINDS!

WEBSITE: WWW.ANTOINEMOSS.COM
TO BOOK AN APPEARANCE EMAIL ADM@ANTOINEMOSS.COM OR CALL 216-220-7252
Easing job search pain. Accelerating early career success. Making DREAMS come true!

I specialize in serving as the featured speaker for programs, events, and training sessions at:

- Colleges and Universities
- Corporations
- Professional Conferences

Client Testimonials

- "Through his achievements, Dr. Moss demonstrated to our young adults that there is no obstacle that can stand in the way of them fulfilling their dreams. He provided them with practical steps that they can begin taking now in order to see their innermost desires become a reality. He truly is a wealth of knowledge and captivating speaker who is able to engage with, motivate, and inspire anyone he encounters. I undoubtedly would recommend Dr. Moss to speak at other colleges and will act as a reference whenever needed."
  
  Lisa Rodriguez-Baylis
  Program Director
  Cuyahoga Community College

- "Our young adults and students appreciated Dr. Moss' candor and easygoing personality as he energized them to plan for their futures. He did more than just deliver a powerful speech. His speaking style was highly interactive, encouraging students to participate in his presentation. He invited students to communicate with him through email and social media, so he could provide ongoing career and leadership mentoring online. I would highly recommend any organization to engage Dr. Moss as a keynote speaker for high school and college student audiences. He is indeed an excellent source for information on job search and career development success."

  Dr. Allison Graves-Calhoun
  President, Cleveland Chapter
  Jack and Jill of America, Inc.
Dr. Moss is one of the country’s most sought-after Motivational Speakers and Success Coaches who helps individuals achieve their dreams and advance to the next level in their lives and careers. He inspires people to overcome past failures, current obstacles, and self-defeating beliefs through positive transformation. As a result of his remarkable success, influence, and ability to lead others to personal transformation, he has been dubbed as the “Man of Inspiration”.

Dr. Moss travels extensively to national conferences, events, and colleges as a Motivational Speaker, Success Coach, and Expert Consultant. He utilizes his incredible talents and positive messages to help empower his audiences and individuals with humor, wisdom, and the sage lessons he has learned on his success journey.

Over the years, Dr. Moss has been privileged to develop a powerful network of highly successful professionals. His network of high achievers is comprised of astronauts, millionaires, authors, and a variety of other renowned successful professionals. From this high-profile network, Dr. Moss has learned amazing success principles and is committed to rigorously studying these principles in an effort to positively influence human behavior that leads to personal and professional transformation.

Due to Dr. Moss’ stellar performance and incredible success as an intern, NASA converted him into a full-time federal employee. At NASA, Dr. Moss has excelled in various areas as a young leader; namely, his involvement in designing an innovative leadership development program for NASA’s leaders.

Not only does Dr. Moss study career success, but he attains it as well. Despite being pushed through a troubled inner-city K-12 school system in East Cleveland, Ohio and being raised by a struggling single parent mother; he overcame all negative odds and expectations for him to fail through his hard work, perseverance, and self-learned knowledge. Dr. Moss was determined to be a positive light and role model for others; therefore, he began to put his knowledge into practice by achieving extraordinary success at a considerably young age. As proof of his positive influence and leadership, Dr. Moss’ high school class honored him as “Most Likely to Succeed.”

As a result of his remarkable achievements, Dr. Moss wrote two books on success. He often tells his audiences, “when it comes to success I didn’t read about it in a book, I wrote the book.” His first popular book is entitled Learn to Intern: CEO Style: 71 Leadership Principles That Got Me and Now YOU Money, A Free Graduate Degree, and Respect! This book has helped many students land dream and competitive internships in the country’s tough job market. He was inspired to write this book as a result of his extensive career development research and professional experience from interning with NASA, the FBI, and in the U.S. Congress on Capitol Hill.

Most recently, Dr. Moss partnered with a variety of influential leaders from across the country to include Les Brown and George Fraser to write an Amazon #1 bestselling book entitled, Mission Unstoppable: Extraordinary Stories of Failure's Blessings. This book has helped many individuals find their purpose and live their dreams.

Dr. Moss attended American University as a student in the Washington Semester Program (2004). Subsequently, Dr. Moss obtained a Bachelor’s degree in Criminal Justice, with a minor in Psychology, from Baldwin Wallace University (2005). He then earned a Master’s degree in Public Administration, with a focus on General Management and Leadership, from Cleveland State University’s (CSU) Maxine Goodman Levin College of Urban Affairs (2007). At the age of 28, Dr. Moss made history by becoming the youngest African-American male at Cleveland State University to earn a Ph.D. (2011) from the Urban Studies and Public Affairs’ doctorate program. In this prestigious program, Dr. Moss intensely studied Leadership and Millennials through a rigorous academic lens.

Understanding the importance of service and community development, Dr. Moss graciously volunteers and gives back to his community. He is the Founder of Community Healers Acknowledging Needs Goals and Expectations — C.H.A.N.G.E. Volunteers, Inc. (founded in 2006). As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, the mission of C.H.A.N.G.E. is to develop and empower its members and various community residents through consistent volunteer initiatives in nursing homes and homeless shelters, professional workshops, educational conferences, and community building programs.

With a goal to reach the masses, in addition to volunteering, Dr. Moss hosted a weekly radio segment on the Good Life Inspiration Show. The name of his segment was Change Your Mind, Change Your Life. Dr. Moss used this radio show segment as a platform to share powerful and life-changing words of wisdom and positive stories with the world.

Over the last several years Dr. Moss has received the following honors and recognition: featured by Forbes (2014), Top 25 Under 35 Movers & Shakers in Cleveland (2014), featured by Black Enterprise Magazine (2014), Who’s Who in Black Cleveland (2013), The Positive Plus Women’s Support Group Distinguished Gentlemen Award (2012), The National Technical Association Cleveland Chapter Nsoroma Star Leader Award (2011), featured by AT&T as 1 of their top 28 National Movers & Shakers for Black History Month (2010), and inducted into the Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public Administration and Public Affairs (2009).

Also, as an intern Dr. Moss played a major role in solving a federal law enforcement case with NASA’s Office of the Inspector General that had gone unsolved for 10 years. He is the youngest African-American to have graduated from Cleveland State University’s College of Urban Studies & Public Affairs doctorate program. Dr. Moss earned his Master’s and Doctorate degrees for free by being awarded scholarships and grants for consistently demonstrating academic excellence. Lastly, Dr. Moss played college football as a wide receiver at Washington & Jefferson University.

Dr. Moss’s inspirational promise & satisfaction guarantee

You’re going to love the transformational experience that I produce for your audience. I guarantee it! What do I exactly mean?

Put your audience in my hands and I promise I will inspire them to become more successful, self-confident, and empowered to live their dreams.

Not only will they become more inspired, but they will be better equipped to achieve their goals with the proven success strategies I will share with them.

I promise that I’ll go over and beyond to make sure you’re satisfied!
Each and every one of us has a mission we were born to fulfill. In their game-changing new book, Mission Unstoppable, renowned visionaries Les Brown, Dr. George Fraser, and Dr. Antoine Moss share inspirational stories and wisdom from more than two dozen successful business leaders who answered their calling and stayed the course.

**THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU:**
- Find your true path, even if you’re afraid to walk it.
- Take a chance, even if the odds are stacked against you.
- Raise your voice, even if the naysayers are loud and numerous.
- Fight for your vision, even if you stand alone.
- Succeed, even if you’ve failed more times than you can count.

If you have a dream, a mission, or a goal that at times seems impossible to realize, Mission Unstoppable is the book that will help you achieve it. The world is waiting. The time is now!

**AMAZON #1 BESTSELLER**

Learn to Intern CEO Style shows students and interns how to develop and shape their CEO skills and attitude through self-development, internships, and their career planning. Dr. Moss developed the “Creator of Excellent Opportunities” (CEO) internship success framework from his fascinating, once-in-a-life time experiences. He has interned on Capitol Hill, with the FBI, and NASA.

**THIS BOOK WILL HELP YOU:**
- Get the experiences you need to have a job waiting for you IMMEDIATELY after college.
- Standout from other job candidates who have a higher GPA.
- Build an impeccable resume and ace interviews.
- Land dream positions even when you aren’t qualified.
- Get your graduate degree for FREE!

You will learn proven-success tips that will help you ease your job search pain, accelerate your career, and make your DREAMS come true!
CAREER/ACHIEVEMENT HIGHLIGHTS

• Named as one of Cleveland’s Top 25 Under 35 Movers & Shakers.
• Featured by Forbes and Black Enterprise Magazine as a “Millennial Expert and Success Coach”
• Co-author of Amazon #1 bestselling book, Mission Unstoppable: Extraordinary Stories of Failure’s Blessings.
• Author of Learn to Intern CEO Style: 71 Leadership Principles that Got Me and Now YOU Money, A Free Graduate Degree, and Respect!
• Created a high performance C.E.O. Maximum Achievement System that empowers professionals to accelerate their personal achievement and happiness, career advancement, and leadership development through a 5-Step process.
• Featured on television, the radio, and in many newspapers as an author and career development expert.
• Completed 7 different internships as a college student. Most notably interned with NASA, the FBI and in the U.S. Congress with late-Congresswoman Stephanie Tubbs-Jones on Capitol Hill.
• As an intern, played a major role in solving a federal law enforcement case with NASA’s Office of the Inspector General that had gone unsolved for 10 years.
• Converted NASA internship into a full-time career placement and assumed a key leadership position within his department.
• The youngest African-American to graduate from Cleveland State University’s College of Urban Studies & Public Affairs doctorate program.
• Received Master’s and Doctorate degrees for free by being awarded scholastic tuition grants for consistently demonstrating academic excellence.
• Founder and Executive Director of a highly successful 501 (C) (3) non-profit organization: C.H.A.N.G.E. Volunteers, Inc. (Community Healers Acknowledging Needs Goals & Expectations).
• Featured by AT&T as 1 of their top 28 “National Movers & Shakers” for Black History Month.
• Received “The Positive Plus Women’s Support Group Distinguished Gentlemen Award”.
• Honored with “The National Technical Association Cleveland Chapter Nsoroma Star Leader Award”.
• Inducted into the “Pi Alpha Alpha National Honor Society for Public Administration and Public Affairs”.
• Reached over 30,000 students and professionals with his “Witness This National Career Development Campaign.”
• Honored as “The Most Likely to Succeed” by High School graduating class.
• Played college football as a wide receiver at Washington & Jefferson University.
• Featured in Who’s Who in Black Cleveland (8th Edition) publication for being an extraordinarily high achieving professional in Cleveland, Ohio.
• Hosted the Change Your Mind, Change Your Life motivational segment on the Good Life Inspiration Show.
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JOB MARKET & CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOCUS: JOB HUNT, JOB SEARCH, & CAREER READINESS

#1 TOPIC: JOB SEARCH SUCCESS: HOW YOU CAN EASE YOUR JOB SEARCH PAIN & FIND A JOB AFTER GRADUATION (HIGHLY REQUESTED TOPIC)

Many students become frustrated and disappointed with their job search process because they don't know the secrets to finding meaningful jobs. In addition, a lot of students don't graduate with the right job market skills that employers are looking for. In this session Dr. Moss will reveal hidden job search tools, strategies, and best practices that will help students enhance their cover letters and resumes, interviewing and persuasion skills, and job market skills so they can become more attractive and employable in our country's competitive job market! Students will also learn how they can effectively leverage social media during their job hunt.

JOB MARKET & CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOCUS: INTERNSHIPS, CAREER FAST-TRACKING, & ACCELERATION

#2 TOPIC: A COLLEGE DEGREE ISN'T ENOUGH: INTERN CEO STYLE TO STANDOUT IN TODAY'S OVERCROWDED JOB MARKET! (HIGHLY REQUESTED TOPIC)

It's no secret that the job market is tough, demanding, and stifling! Jobs are scarce and student loan debt is high. Yet many students have a sense of entitlement and they lack self-motivation when it comes to career planning. But your young professionals shouldn't worry because as America’s leading authority on internship mastery, Dr. Moss wrote Learn to Intern CEO Style: 71 Leadership Principles that Got Me and Now You Money, A Free Graduate Degree, & Respect!, just for them. The best kept secret that pays off tremendously high value are internships. Dr. Moss will teach your young professionals how to attain the country’s most competitive internships, succeed at them, and convert the internship into a full-time job! No one else has the knowledge and expertise to deliver such invaluable content that will help interns and young professionals standout in today’s overcrowded job market! He'll teach them the art and science of mastering internships through his 5-step “Intern CEO Style” process that will help young professionals advance their internship organization in only 2 months!

EMPOWERMENT FOCUS: DIVERSITY & INCLUSION FRESHMAN DORM ROOM 117:

#3 TOPIC: THE BLACK, WHITE, & CHINESE ROOMMATES...HOW THEY CLICKED!

During Dr. Moss, freshman year in college he lived in one small dorm room with two other students that were from very disparate cultural backgrounds. When he initially learned of this unique room assignment, he vigorously tried to be re-assigned to another room. But he was told that he had to wait at least two weeks before he could be re-assigned. Well before they knew it, three years had passed and they all were still roommates and they loved it! Attendees will learn 5 amazing principles these roommates learned from each other that helped them change their negative perceptions as they created and maintained a healthy multi-cultural college experience. These transferable principles are effective in life and the workplace as well!
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**EMPOWERMENT FOCUS: Overcoming Obstacles, Personal Effectiveness, & High Achievement**

**#4 TOPIC: 5 SECRET STEPS TO BECOMING UNSTOPPABLE WITH YOUR MISSION AND PURPOSE IN LIFE!**

My people fail to realize their calling and achieve their mission in life due to past failures, self-defeating thoughts, and poor self-confidence. With this empowerment topic Dr. Moss will unveil his C.E.O. Maximum Achievement System...a 5-step process that leads to extraordinary high performance & incredible personal transformation! Based on his latest Amazon #1 Bestselling book, this results-oriented process will equip attendees with the ability to take control of their careers and lives by becoming self-driven high performers. C.E.O. stands for Creator of Excellent Opportunities and the C.E.O. Maximum Achievement System was developed from Dr. Moss, personal and professional experiences, and success; as well as, from observations and studies of highly successful experts and professionals. The system is Priceless! It enables individuals to break down barriers and realize their life goals by achieving amazing results through high performance!

---

**EMPOWERMENT FOCUS: PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS & LEADERSHIP**

**#5 TOPIC: HOW TO KEEP YOURSELF MOTIVATED & OVERCOME CRAZY OBSTACLES!**

In today’s world young adults experience many daily challenges and forms of peer pressure. Oftentimes these challenges lead to personal failure and poor decision making; and Dr. Moss is no different! From consistently achieving low scores on standardized tests to being a poor writer, Dr. Moss encountered much opposition throughout his adolescence and young adult phases. But he triumphed over his personal failures, which now enables him to empower young professionals on how to cultivate confidence, internal motivation, and overcome crazy obstacles to achieve high levels of success, excellent decision making skills, and amazing personal effectiveness! Attendees will leave this session equipped with empowerment tools that will help them beat the odds of failure!

---

**FOR SUPERVISORS AND MANAGERS:**

**I OFFER TRANSFORMATIONAL:**

- Speaking/training,
- coaching, and
- consulting services and programs for individuals and organizations.

**I SPECIALIZE IN BOOSTING CONFIDENCE, ACHIEVEMENT, AND SUCCESS WITH:**

- Unmotivated individuals who are stuck due to past failures and now need a boost
- Students and professionals who want to get to the next level in their success and careers
- People who want to live their dreams and more fulfilling lives

**Expertise topics: Success, Leadership Development, Career Acceleration/Development, Diversity and Inclusion, and Personal Development**

---
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ONE OF AMERICA’S MOST INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKERS

DR. MOSS’ INSPIRATIONAL PROMISE & SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

You’re going to love the transformational experience that I produce for your audience. I guarantee it! What do I exactly mean?

Put your audience in my hands and I promise I will inspire them to become more successful, self-confident, and empowered to live their dreams.

Not only will they become more inspired, but they will be better equipped to achieve their goals with the proven success strategies I will share with them.

I promise that I’ll go over and beyond to make sure you’re satisfied!

BOOK ME NOW! “I WILL EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS, NOT YOUR BUDGET!”

Email: adm@antoinemoss.com
Direct phone: 216-220-7252
Website: www.AntoineMoss.com
• Easy Hassle-Free Booking
• Free lifetime mentorship opportunities
• Risk-free Money Back Guarantee

COLLEGES THAT HAVE BOOKED ME (PARTIAL LIST)

• Eastern Kentucky University
• Cleveland State University
• Middle Georgia College
• Cuyahoga Community College
• Auburn Career Center